
iMarine Board meeting – session 2 

Meeting Notes of iMarine Board Teleconference; Chair M.Taconet 

Date:  28 June 2012; 1400 – 1630 

Topics: 

A. Endorsement of the Rules and Procedures;  

B. Validation of the iMarine Board meeting report;  

C. Membership status; 

D. Proposal for the second iMarine Board meeting in Rome, 1 – 5 October;  

E. Review and adoption of iMarine Board work plan. 

Participants 

M.Taconet (Chair),  A. Ellenbroek , D.Castelli, L. Candela, P. Pagano, V.Canhos, F. Brito, H.Caumont,  
E.Vanden Berghe, N.Bailly, W.Appeltans, Y. de Jong 

Notes 

Chair welcomed the participants and introduced the topics.  

Excuses were received from N.Holdsworth, F.Callewaert, J.Barde, J. Keizer who have been contacted 

separately for contributions to this meeting.  

 

Chair explained the process of validation of Board Report and Rules and Procedures: 

 The Board1 in March could not complete the report, essentially because the Board work 

plans required elaboration after the March meeting;  

 The second part of the Board1 meeting (this teleconference) aims to close Board1 by 

accepting the final report and Rules and Procedures documents.  

 

Chair outlined the progress since the March session of the first Board meeting to complete the 

work plan: 

 The focus was first on the T3.3/cluster work plan,  this required negotiating medium term 

and workable vision statements for each cluster and refining tasks definition towards the 

vision; 

 These were then integrated in the Board report as sections; 

 Focus then shifted towards the development of the overall Board plan with attention to T3.1 

and T3.2 , outlining for the project’s time frame objectives with an activity plan.  

 

The Chair also provided an update on the status of Board activities 



 Board1 was important to mobilize Board members, introduce them to the e-Infrastructure, 

and identify the EA-CoP Technical goals (what functionality, services and expectations on 

data exchange are the rationale for working together) 

 We have been successful in mobilizing communities. This occurs through a number of active 

Board members. However, we are also still looking towards opportunities where more 

participation is expected to start soon.  

 Board2 will build on the achievement of Board1, by shifting the focus to Governance and 

Policies development. In order to establish an effective CoP, they will have to understand 

the operations of the e-Infrastructure, and thus require policies and governance models.  

 

A: Endorsement of Rules and Procedures:  

The Board secretary asked if the circulated Rules and Procedures were acceptable. No comments 

were received from the Board Members with the last updated version.  

The Chair announced the Rules and Procedures accepted, but that amendments and changes can 

always be made by Board Decisions. They will be distributed with the Final Meeting Report.  

 

B: Finalization of the first iMarine Board Meeting Report (“Board1 report”)  

The Board secretary said that there were few comments received on the circulated draft version of 

the March Board1 session, and asked if further changes were requested. No further changes were 

required.  

The Chair announced that the few comments already received will be reflected in the final version, 

which will also integrate the outcome of this second session of Board1.  

 

C: Review of Membership Status: A List is available here: 

New members:  

Hervé Caumont will be the new Alternate for T2, replacing Pedro Goncalves.  

 

Open Positions:  

ESTAT;  ZAMPOGNA Franco, and Matt Elliott left. A new appointment is expected from ESTAT when 

their recruitment process will be completed  

  

Changes:  

OBIS; E. Vanden Berghe announced the termination of his current contract at the end of August 

2012. He will continue to fulfill his duty in iMarine until this date. The next Board session in Rome 

will have to acknowledge the change of UNESCO representative, and to review the proposal to be 

made by the Steering Board for a new Deputy chair. Edward hopes to remain active in the project, 

but cannot promise if he will find time and opportunity.  

The Chair thanked Edward for all his efforts, especially in bringing the activities in the Biodiversity 

Cluster forward. He hopes a new role can be identified for Edward. 

At the end of August, W. Appeltans will become the new representative in iMarine for 

UNESCO/IOC/OBIS. He thanked Edward for fulfilling his role as Project manager of OBIS. 



Unfortunately, the contract with Rutgers U. (the OBIS host) ended, and IOC is now looking to a 

partnership with other organizations, or to appoint another data manager in OBIS.  

 

VLIZ: the iMarine Steering Board has confirmed its interest to proceed with the planned subcontract 

with VLIZ. The VLIZ Board member is F. Hernandez. Regarding the nomination of a successor to 

Ward Appeltans, Ward advised to contact Francesco directly. Chair will take action, together with 

action on the VLIZ subcontract. 

 

The Scientific coordinator asked to ensure that all Board members have an alternate. 

 

D: Dates for next meeting 

Chair aims to align with the TCom meeting and therefore proposed week of 1-5 October in Rome. 

Within one week,  TCom, iMarine Board Meeting and General Assembly have to be organized. One 

joint iMarine Board – Tcom session day is scheduled to foster discussion between EA-CoP and 

technical partners. Also one full day (at least ) will be dedicated to Governance and Policy issues. 

 

 As regards Board members who in majority would not take part to the core IT sessions of Tcom, but 

instead would represent their organization in the GA, about 3 days are to be envisaged for meetings 

during that week. 

 

Donatalla Castelli, iMarine’s scientific coordinator, said that a decision on exact dates will be made 

taking into account best match with availability of members. The General Assembly aims at  1. an 

update of project achievements and activities, and 2. a discussion on project administrative and 

financial issues. It also allows partners to make any suggestion. GA is convened once per year. Not 

all iMarine Board members are invited to GA. 

 

No decision on exact dates was made, an on-line poll will be used.  

 

 

E: Review of iMarine Board work plan 

Chair explained the living document that will evolve over time, and expects that Board Members will 

continue to contribute to it. The Board Work plan is high level. Status updates on detailed Board 

activities or technical developments will be prepared separately for Board review by the Board 

Secretary.  

 

The work plan contains the Boards’ Objectives and Activities structured consistently with DoW.  Its  

excel form has the following columns: 

a. The Objectives  

b. The planned Activities 

c. The semester with a focus on / for the activity  



d. The identified ‘Lead’ for the activity 

e. The Open Issues column; where we expect Board feedback on the red cells 

f. The list of Board members and related groups, Board members are expected to add their 

participation to identified activities.  

 

The work plan was presented explicitly as a living document. This meeting will consolidate it as 

Board1 work plan. The work plan will reviewed at each iMarine Board meeting. 

 

The Board work plan outlines objectives and identifies the activities to reach these objectives. If 

there are concurrent claims on limited resources, the work plan helps the Board to identify 

priorities. At this stage, it is probably too ambitious to state priorities. Build on feedback from the 

Project technological work packages, and interest in the EA-CoP, that will be the task of Board2. 

 

Comments were made from Board members: 

The Deputy chair said that the work plan presents a clear overview. But it does not contain 

dependencies between activities. Will these be added at a later stage? 

The Scientific coordinator insisted that clear distinction has to be made between policies and 

technical issues which will be forwarded to developers. The Board’s mandate is to define and 

validate software and standards, orchestrate inputs thereof and if necessary state on priorities, but 

is not the development.  

 

As response on dependencies, the Chair said that the requirements collection is organized through 

the Board, and discussed with the technology providers, who pointed on those dependencies when 

cluster plans were developed; these dependencies are visible in the harmonization part (section 3). 

For the first two sections, dependencies logically exist but are difficult to make explicit: part 1 

recognizes sequence of action, from the mobilization of communities, through negotiation with the 

community while positioning the offer of the e-infrastructure, to its engagement in using the 

infrastructure services when functionality is delivered for validation. Part 2 Policies can develop 

working framework initially, but then depends on active community and services development for 

adapting the framework to reality.  

The above partially answers on distinction of roles. Further, the Board has identified clusters as 

cross-cutting entities to identify commonalities across communities, which is the task of the Board. 

Once the cluster content is identified, the Board can proceed to identify priorities, of course taking 

dependencies into account. In a dialogue with the technological partners, we can then come to a 

cost-benefit analysis on implementation effort, and finalize the prioritization.  

 

T3.1 - Board’s operations 

The Chair stressed that the data-infrastructure will be successful only if there are users. The 

sustainability plan needs to be adjusted with the identification of the actual EA-CoP. All other 

developments (policies, technical, VREs) should come as results from such first steps. 

 

The T3.1 work plan is structured into Mobilization, Positioning, and Evaluation by CoP 



 FAO has been leading the outreach work, including through formal mobilization processes 

(FAO statisticians -Tuna Atlas, VME community, Smartfish community, FishFinder 

community, Agreement with VocBench (27 June), DG-MARE event (22 June) 

 Other Board members outreach activities include ICES (FishFrame RDB), IRD (internal 

promotion), IOC/OBIS (OBIS meeting), CNR (all EU marine knowledge projects) 

 In the Biodiversity domain, the impression is that it remains at the level of stated intentions. 

The Chair urged that these intentions take stronger shape /committed activities  in 

identifying properly who are the communities actually involved (VLIZ, CRIA,  FIN,  OBIS, 

TDWG,  EMODNET) 

 

Comments followed by Board members on specific activities of the work plan: 

 

Edward offered to take the lead to mobilize ‘Crete’.   

 

Ward presented progress of iMarine to a recent OBIS meeting, which expressed interest in gCube. 

More feed-back on iMarine will be collected. In the EBSA area, OBIS has several workshops 

scheduled. A meeting with EMODNET was discussed with Donatalla, and the current plan is to have 

that in the beginning of August.  

 

In relation with the EBSA workshops, Marc welcomed the promotion of iMarine by the OBIS group 

and said that the VME DB will be discussed at the end of July in the Indian Ocean regional workshop 

that is organized back to back with the EBSA regional meeting. Both VME and EBSA processes have 

agreed on the benefits to share data sources, and iMarine can be a powerful instrument. For OBIS, 

Ward said that Pat Halpin could play this role. The results will be brought to the work plan.  

 

Donatella stressed that it is important that we organize the results of these activities, and that we 

communicate these at project level. We should also advertise these achievements. Can we publish 

the outcomes through the dedicated project channels managed by TRUST-IT?  

 

Marc proposed to primarily use the Wiki to inform the iMarine members, and that when there are 

tangible results these should indeed be broadcasted. Edward agreed to consolidate the 

opportunities of the EBSA in the wiki, and to work with the secretary to produce the information.  

 

Vanderlei said that CRIA is partner in a soon starting GEF five year project which is co-funded by 

Brazil. The budget of 30 M USD will contribute to the development of a biodiversity data 

infrastructure in Brazil, support to taxonomists, and deployment of informed decision making tools. 

Mercedes Bustamanti is in charge to develop the Species link network. There are now more than 

200 biological collections with 4 million records on observations. The marine data sets are small 

(several 1000’s of records), but of quality. There is considerable interest in collaboration, not only 

trough Specieslink, but also through international collaborations, such as with iMarine and 



EUOpenBio. That would be of interest to e.g. for Brazilian coastal management information. The 

opportunities are not entirely clear, but CRIA will keep the Board informed.  

 

Hervé said that Terradue can reach out to the geo-community also in other FP7 projects such as 

GEOWOW (Water, Oceans and Weather). T2 aims to have a MOU with the other project. With 

GEOSS there may be other possibilities, but these needs to be discussed with project management.  

According to Donatella, such MOU has already been drafted, but never completed. This could be the 

case if there are concrete activities in mind, and Hervé said he will start an email discussion with 

relevant iMarine partners.   

 

Nicolas Bailly (FIN) apologized for the limited inputs made to the project up until now. FIN will 

increase the activities starting July. Important upcoming events are e.g a TDWG meeting in China 

next October. Nicolas invites the project to present there. FIN is also in contact with atlases on 

marine areas, such as for the Coral Triangle project (USAid funded) that spans 6 countries. During a 

meeting in August, FIN will promote iMarine to the Atlas. In AquaMaps there still are data issues 

that need to be resolved. Staff are fully engaged, e.g. to complete the February scheduled re-run. 

Pasquale Pagono asked how we can involve through the outreach activities the providers of data 

which we are now aggregating. We now have a good understanding of the requirements, but it 

would be much better if the data providers would be better informed on our capabilities. ITIS, CoL, 

GBIF, IRMNG could all benefit from our e-Infrastructure. Edward facilitates these discussions, but 

can we mobilize their deeper involvement through the Board? 

Edward answered that some already expect to have a deeper involvement. For example Tony Rees 

expects to be involved in the technological packages in helping the partners understand the 

matching issues. With the support of Nicolas and Yde, we can continue with additional requirements 

collection.  

Marc stressed that when mobilizing resources and collection, we should look at prospects of co-

funding. That will be crucial to the survival of any service.  

Edward stated that TDWG is the main standards setting body; it will inform Project partners on the 

procedures. I4Life 4D4Life and CoL projects activities can be aligned with iMarine project activities.  

 

T3.2 - Policy and Governance: 

 

The Chair reiterated that during year 1, the Board’s efforts are directed towards the definition of 

functional aspects, along with identifying and mobilizing user communities.  At the end of Year 1, 

the Board’s effort will substantially shift towards Policies and Governance. Here, the Board will have 

to contribute to define relevant Policies and Governance issues in relation with the issues actually 

faced while tackling Business Cases.  

 

Pasquale Pagano commented the aspects of Biodiversity standardization: referring to the current 

Taxonomic reconciliation activities, he stated the need to follow best practices and said CNR 

tentatively referred to outputs of projects such as iForLife, while wondering if these were the 

guidelines to follow. Edward responded that the standard to follow is the TDWG, and Ward said that 



the Catalog of life suggests following the core archive, while he would personally follow the Darwin 

Core standard. This discussion highlighted where Best practices were needed in the project, and the 

need to collate those by Board members. 

 

Regarding data access and sharing, a first version was presented at Board1. Currently, a version 2 is 

under development. This version incorporates comments from Board1 meeting, and starts aligning 

with D4Science infrastructure policies. This draft version 2 will become available in September. It 

will be the first version against which actual interaction with the community will be reviewed. Later 

versions of this document will refine or adjust against findings while interacting with communities 

 

During Board2 these Policies will be discussed.  

 

The development of the Governance model is an integral part of the sustainability plan 

development.  The governance model should be tailored to a EA-CoP that can and will contribute to 

the iMarine sustainability. It should also be tailored to the post-project e-infrastructure business 

model.  Board members will be asked to describe their expected communities, and how these can 

contribute to the e-Infrastructure, combined in a business Plan.  The activities under the 

sustainability plan will be topic at the next board. The development already started of a costing 

framework is part of these activities. Another identified activity is the set-up of a “D4Science.org” 

legal entity.  Ward asked what form of legal entity would be established. He referred to the 

Lifewatch infrastructure suggesting that iMarine could aggregate with it. Donatella said that we are 

already in contact with Lifewatch (Italy is one of the 3 main contributors) and in mid July a meeting 

is organized. However the impression is that Lifewatch focuses on biodiversity, and not in the wider 

socio-economic data management and environmental domains. Also LifeWatch relies on EU and 

national governments funding, while for iMarine, a partnership model is considered. She asked that 

the topic be discussed before the next Board meeting. e.g. Nicolas, and Hervé could already 

contribute. 

 

Marc added that we need to understand the business model and governance model of Lifewatch. 

The process and structure is understood, but it takes time to establish a good model and to collect 

and understand the issues.  

 

T3.3 Harmonization of systems 

The Secretary explained that the work plan contains links to wiki pages for explanations on activities. 

The project technology developments are reported in presentations from the TCom.  

 

The T3.3 part of the work plan follows the structure of Cluster reports as presented in the Board1 

report. 

 

Some Highlights for Board attention over the coming months 

 A group should analyze Fishframe and eRS support during the summer period and prepare 

decisions for the next Board. 



 Semantic tools:  support of FLOD and Xsearch  for FishFinder, Smartfish, IRD,  and VME DB 

will be discussed with participation of some Board members. 

 Code list management will be discussed as a collaborative effort.  

 

Pasquale Pagano added that CNR proposes cluster calls with interested Board members on focused 

topics. The outcome of these calls on e.g. Fishframe and ERS will not be considered until the Board 

has prepared a clear set of technology requirements, to which CNR can contribute. We can dedicate 

time in July to comment requirements, but this should be driven by Board members. The Fishframe 

structure can be analyzed, if we can engage with community representatives. We can then organize 

the team, and reply to the plan. For Flux support, the requirements are at an early stage and must 

be much better described. 

 

The chair commented on prioritizations:  if the work plan lists an activity, but there is no expressed 

interest from the board, (no crosses) then we will not pursue the activity. There must be a clear 

interest in the activity and it must be well described from the Business Case perspective.  He 

recommended the use of cluster phone calls with selected Board members.  

 

The Board members are urged to complete the excel work plan in the next 2 weeks, at least for the 

activities that will be covered until and following Board2. The work plan is an essential document 

and will be the reference for phone conferences and meetings. 

 

Immediate follow-up actions were recorded  as: 

 ALL: Complete the input to the work plan 

 FAO: Organize cluster calls in July. Focus on Fishframe requirements and formulation of eRS-

Fishframe business case 

 FIN: Lead on specification development for taxa reconciliation activities 

 Edward will discuss with CNR on TDWG standards recommendations 

 

The chair closed this second and last session of Board1 at 4.30 pm, thanking all the participants for 

their participation. 


